Natural Coco Matting
Specifications
Natural coconut fibers brush away dirt and moisture to preserve floors and lessen maintenance. Common uses are entryways, vestibules, and foyers with multi-directional traffic flow. We recommend a loose lay installation in a recessed well.
Vinyl reducer is available in black if there is not a well. The recommended subfloors are concrete or APA approved plywood underlayment.
Aronson’s stocks 5/8” Natural coco matting and cuts to size for 24-hour turnaround. All other thicknesses
and colors are special order and typically have a 1-week lead time.

6633.6633 Natural
SPECIFICATIONS:
Typical Use: 		
Material: 		
Backing: 		
Thicknesses: 		
Width: 			
Total weight: 		
Testing passed:
			
			

Entry mats
Natural coir, coconut fibers
Vinyl
Varies, see chart
6’-6”
1.36 lbs / sq ft (for 5/8”, varies with thickness)
ISO 1776
ISO 8543
ASTM D2859

Notes:
-Natural coco matting is made of coir (coconut fibers) yarns and no dyes,
bleaches or coloring agents.
There could be a color variation / streaking in the length.
-Shedding is common on new installations.
-Specs may vary at the time of order.
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Dyed Coco Matting
Specifications
Dyed coco fibers brush away dirt and moisture to preserve floors and lessen maintenance. Common uses are entryways,
vestibules, and foyers with multi-directional traffic flow. Dyed matting comes in 5/8” only. For other thicknesses see Natural
coco matting.
We recommend a loose lay installation in a recessed well. Rubber reducer is available in black if there is not a well. The
recommended subfloors are concrete or APA-approved pywood underlayment.

6633.6633.		
Grey 			

6633.6633.
Brown 			

6633.6633.
Charcoal

6633.6633.
Blue			

6633.6633.		
Green			

6633.6633.
Red

SPECIFICATIONS:
Typical Use: 		
Material: 		
Backing: 		
Thicknesses: 		
Roll Sizes: 		
Total height: 		
Total weight: 		
Testing passed:
			
			

Entry mats
Natural coir, coconut fibers
Vinyl
5/8” only
6’-6” x approximately 40’-0”
5/8”
1.36 lbs / sq ft
ISO 1776
ISO 8543
ASTM D2859

Notes:
-Natural coco matting is made of coir (coconut fibers) yarns. There could be a color variation / streaking in the length.
-Dyed coco matting will fade if it is exposed to sunlight.
-Shedding is common on new installations.
-Specs may vary at the time of order.
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